Medicare Gas Pipeline Services

https://www.indiamart.com/medicare-gas/

We are one of the reputed names engaged in Designing, planning, manufacturing, trading, supplying, exporting and servicing of a qualitative range of Medical Gas Pipeline Systems, Equipment, Nurse Call Systems, ICU & Operation Theater Products.
About Us

Since its inception in the year 2007, Medicare Gas Pipeline Services is engaged in providing services ranging from manufacturing, trading, supplying & exporting to planning, installation & commissioning of a comprehensive range of Medical Gas Pipeline Systems, Equipment, Nurse Call Systems, ICU & Operation Theater Products. Owing to various attributes, our range is widely used for serving diverse applications in Hospitals, Hospital Architects, Hospital Construction companies, Hospital Consultant companies and Nursing Homes. Due to our robust infrastructure and integrated servicing facilities, we have progressed in achieving specialization in the respective domain. With the assistance of our in-house quality control unit, R&D unit and a team of industrious employees, we provide an unbeatable range of medical equipment, products & services. Our consistent efforts and committed approach have helped us attain a long list of reputed clients, who all are highly satisfied with our efforts. Within a short time span in the industry, we have been able to make a mark and establish ourselves as a distinguished player. All this have been possible because of consistent efforts and able guidance of our mentor, Mr. Rajesh Mate. His industry excellence and supervisory skills are leading us towards becoming a prominent name in the industry.

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/medicare-gas/profile.html
MEDICARE GAS PIPELINE SERVICES

Medical Gas Pipeline

Breathing Gas Pipeline

Gas Pipeline Maintenance

Gas Manifolds
TERMINAL OUTLETS

- Schrader Type Outlet
- Double Parking Outlet (Emerald Type)
- Medical Gas Pipeline System
- Double Parking Outlet
BPC FLOW METER

BPC Flowmeter

Vacuum Meter For Wards

Back Pressure Compensated Flow Meter

BPC Flow Meter Plastic Body With Humidifier Bottle
ALARM SYSTEM

- Analogue Area Alarm Panel
- Medical Gas Alarm System
- Audio Visual Alarm System
- Alarm Control Panels
BED HEAD PANELS

Bed Head Panel

Bed Head Panel

Bed Head Panel - 11

Bed Head Panel - 10
OTHER SERVICES:

Manifold Fittings

Front Loading Double Lock Outlet

BPC Flow Meter - Brass Body

Theater Pendant
OTHER SERVICES:

- OT Pendant
- Horizontal Bed Head Panel
- Nurse Calling System
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CONTACT US

Medicare Gas Pipeline Services
Contact Person: Rajesh Mate

No. 2/17, B. M. C. Colony, Naigoan Cross Road Opposite Abhinav Society & Landmark Tower, Naigaon, Morachiwadi, Dadar East
Mumbai - 400014, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-8048076330
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